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Abstract: This paper aims to present an experimental work developed under the studies about the Cachão do Algarve rock art

(Central Portugal). In this context, we tested the feasibility of producing rock art engravings on greywacke supports through the use

of lithic tools formatted according to characteristics of macrolithic industries found in the archaeological context of the Tagus

Valley. The results of this work allowed us to create hypothetical operative chains through which could had been produced the rock

art of the site, what is absolutely important for an attempt to understand the technological behavior of prehistoric populations that

occupied the region during the Holocene.

Keywords: Rock Art, Technology, Experimental Archaeology, Tagus Valley

Résumé: Cet article vise à présenter un travail expérimental développé dans le cadre des études sur l’art rupestre du Cachão do

Algarve (Portugal Centrale). Dans ce contexte, nous avons testé la faisabilité de la production de gravures rupestres dans

grauwacke à travers l'utilisation d’outils lithiques formatées en fonction des caractéristiques des industries macrolithiques trouvés

dans le contexte archéologique de la Vallée du Tage. Les résultats de ce travail nous a permis de créer hypothétiques chaînes

opératoires par lesquelles pourrait avaient été produites l’art rupestre du site, ce qui est absolument important pour tenter de

comprendre le comportement technologique des populations préhistoriques qui ont occupé la région pendant l’Holocène.

Mots clés: Art Rupestre, Technologie, Archéologie Expérimentale, Vallée du Tage



It is worth noting in this regard the importance of this

approach, since the study of rock art technology through

Experimental Archaeology provides a more accurate and

concrete approximation of the artistic phenomenon in

prehistory, minimizing the “subjectivism and free

interpretations without empirical support” which,

unfortunately, are so recurrent in this field of study

(Sanchidrían, 2001:14).



INTRODUCTION

The experimental work which led to this paper was

developed as part of a master’s thesis entitled

“Contribuição para o estudo do Complexo de Arte

Rupestre do Vale do Tejo (Portugal): o sítio Cachão do

Algarve”. Its main goal was to test the feasibility of

producing rock art engravings on greywacke supports,

using to engrave, lithic tools of quartzite and quartz

knapped according to the characteristics of the

macrolithic industries found in Tagus Valley, flakes from

the production of those tools and natural pebbles of the

same raw materials.



THE CACHÃO DO ALGARVE SITE

Located in Vila Velha de Ródão, central Portugal, the

Cachão do Algarve is one of the seventeen sites that are

officially part of the known Tagus Valley Rock Art

Complex (TVRAC), certainly one of the biggest and

most important exponents of Post-Paleolithic rock art in

Europe.



The observation of the empirical data generated by such

technical action allowed us to analyze important aspects

of the technological process (behavior of raw materials

during the procedure, percussion techniques more

efficient, morphologies tools more appropriate for the

work, etc.), enabling to propose hypothetical operative

chains through which could have been produced much of

the Cachão do Algarve rock art.



Identified on the greywacke from the right bank of the

Tagus River during the first half of August 1972, since

the beginning the Cachão do Algarve drew attention for
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TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTATION IN ARCHAEOLOGY



Figure 1. On the left, the rock 101 from Cachão do Algarve (Baptista, 1986:44)

and on the right, an example of latex molds produced over the engravings



its large platforms in position predominantly horizontal

or gently sloping, red-brown staining and polished over

millennia by the waters of the river, thus becoming

excellent supports to production of a large amount of

engravings by pecking (Fig. 1) (Baptista, 2011; Serrão,

1978).



A HYPOTHESIS TO BE TESTED

Assuming that “an experiment is, by definition, a method

to establish a reasoned conclusion, against an initial

hypothesis, by trial or test,” we focused our experimental

procedure on the problem relating to the possible tools

used as engraver elements in the production of Cachão do

Algarve rock art (Reynolds, 1999:157).



But the construction of two dams (Fratel Dam and

Cedilho Dam) in the stretch of river where were located

the first sets of engravings would cause the Cachão the

Algarve to be submerged by the waters of the Tagus in

the end of the 1970s, together with the most other rock art

sites of the complex.



This is, however, a matter markedly problematic because

in any rock art engraving study the tools used to engrave

are rarely found, either due to their absence in the

archaeological context, for different reasons, or because

the lack experience of researchers to identify them among

other lithic artifacts recovered (Alvarez et al. 2001).



However, before this event, members of the Group for the

Study of the Portuguese Paleolithic were able to perform

the rescue, with expressive urgency, of most engravings

identified, something unprecedented in the country.



In the study of Cachão do Algarve, this is precisely the

case. Having the engravings been produced on the

greywacke banks of the Tagus River, it was not possible

the formation of an archaeological context near the

engraved supports, where could be found the tools used

to produce that rock art.



To accomplish this work, the methodology used was

based on the record of that rock art by creating molds of

liquid rubber (latex), a technique learned in France with

Michel Brézillon, who had used that method for the study

of prehistoric engravings in the Sahara desert (Fig. 1)

(Baptista, 1974; Sande Lemos, 2011).



Without any material evidence about the tools and the

characteristics of the formative action of the engravings,

we had only a few information from the literature

produced about TVRAC, in which some authors

eventually voiced their opinions on what kind of tools

could have been used to perform the pecking on the rocky

support close to the river. Serrão (1972), for example,

believed that the engravings had been produced with any

pointed tool, while Santos (1985) claimed be lithic or

metal tools (without any opinion about the morphology)

and Baptista (1986) advocated the use of quartz or

quartzite pebbles (not defining if they would be knapped

or used in its natural state).



Thus, under the aforementioned thesis, the 301 molds

from Cachão Algarve site were traced through direct

tracing, according to a methodology developed by Abreu

et al. (2010) and Abreu &amp; Jaffe (1996). From this

activity, we performed a typological classification of the

rock art engravings and built the corpus formed by these.

In total, we identified 18 anthropomorphic figures

(1.10%), 21 zoomorphic figures (1.29%) and 1592

ideomorphic figures (97.61%).

But, as the main objective was the technological approach

about the engravings, we also proceeded to the analysis

of the technical aspects of each engraving and developed

the experimental work presented here.



Understanding the Cachão do Algarve engravings

predominantly as Neolithic representations – according to

the chronological framework proposed by Baptista (1981)
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– we observe the characteristics of lithic industries of this

period found in archaeological context of the region.



Obviously, we were aware that, probably, the Cachão do

Algarve rock art was not produced according only a

single model of operative chain. However, for reasons of

time, would not be feasible to test a large number of other

operative possibilities to achieve the same goal. So, we

focused our efforts on trying to prove, or disprove, the

viability of some of the many possibilities.



Immediately, we direct our attention to the so called

macrolithic industry, strongly characterized by the

exploration of quartzite and quartz (in a lower frequency)

to produce knapped pebbles, mainly choppers.

This lithic industry, initially known as Languedocense, is

very present in Neolithic contexts existent along the

Tagus Valley, where is always found on the surface,

either alone (in concentrations varying density) or in

association with pottery elements, polished tools and

other findings of Holocene chronology (Oosterbeek,

1994; Grimaldi, 1998; Cruz et al. 2000).



Thus, the production of the Cachão do Algarve

engravings through a technological process in which were

used macrolithic tools would be the hypothesis

experimentally tested by us.



Such lithic artifacts were produced by direct percussion

with a hard hammer, on pebbles usually of rounded

morphology, abundant raw material in the area and whose

origin is related to processes of formation and erosion on

the conglomeratic levels of the fluvial terraces present in

the region (Grimaldi, 1998).



Intending to rigorously test the hypothesis constructed

and seeking to answer the questions that arose, we

developed the experimental work.



THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK



We selected nine distinct morphologies of tools

(Grimaldi, 1998), which had a good prehension to

perform the technical gestures involved in pecking and

morphology of the edge between pointed and convex.



Thus, emerged the following main question:

• It would be possible to produce rock art engravings on

greywacke supports using lithic tools of quartz and

quartzite knapped in accordance with the technomorphological characteristics of the macrolithic

industry found in the Tagus Valley?

Considering this possibility and finding on the

macrolithic industry of Tagus Valley the technomorphological features that, we believed, would be a

priori fundamental to allow efficient use in the

production of rock art engravings, we decided to set up

the lithic tools necessary to carry out our experiment

according to the characteristics evident in that industry.



Figure 2. Rock art motifs selected to be engraved during

the experimental work. Respectively, from left to right:

16.4 cm x 7 cm (CAL63B M664), 60 cm x 50 cm

(Gomes, 2007:93) and 8 cm x 7.5 cm (CAL103 M165)



Another issue that contributed to this choice, was the fact

that in the course of a field work conducted in 2011 on

the rock art site of Cachão de São Simão were identified

macrolithic tools in the area close to where the

engravings are, just 3 km from the Cachão do Algarve.



The obtaining of the raw materials to produce the

experimental lithic tools and the selection / procurement

of the rocky supports to be engraved occurred in a

location with the same geological characteristics of the

area where is located the Cachão Algarve.1



Appeared, then, some other questions:

• Regarding the raw materials, would be more efficient

for the work the tools of quartzite or quartz?

• Based on your techno-morphological characteristics,

what would be the tools more efficient for the work?

• Between the techniques of direct percussion and

indirect percussion, which one would be the more

efficient with respect to the results obtained in the

pecking and investment of time and energy necessary

to complete the action?

• The occurrence of impact points with distinct morphological characteristics in the same engraving would be

more connected to wear the active zone of the same

tool or the use of various tools to get the work done?

• The record of rock art engravings by molding latex is

reliable?



In such a place were collected 28 pebbles (14 of quartz

and 14 of quartzite) and selected nine supports of

greywacke, fixed and with large dimension – that would

be engraved there – and 2 platforms of the same raw

material that would be transported to be engraved in the

area of experimental activities of the Instituto Terra e

Memória (ITM).

Then,were knapped 16 tools (8 in quartzite and 8 in

quartz). The remaining 12 pebbles were kept in their

natural forms. To complete the experimental collection, it

1

The place selected was the Ocreza Valley, integrated in the CARVT

and where is located an area for activities of Experimental Archeology,

duly registered in the IGESPAR.
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TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERIMEN

NTATION IN ARC

CHAEOLOGY



Figurre 3. Lithic maaterial used inn the experimeental work. Onn the left and ccenter,

chopperrs and knappeed pebbles. Onn the right exa

amples of flakees and natural pebbles



was selectedd 15 quartzite flakes and 155 quartz flakees for

use in indireect percussionn. We prioritizzed the choicce for

cortical flakees, since suchh flakes are thhe most presennt on

the macrolithhic industries evidenced in the archaeoloogical

context of the region (Fig. 3).



uartzite naturaal pebble + inddirect percussiion.

• qu

• qu

uartz natural pebble

p

+ directt percussion.

• qu

uartz natural pebble

p

+ indireect percussion

n.

Giveen the charaacteristics off the zoomo

orphic motif,,

with

h some tracess thicker andd other thinneer, were alsoo

prod

duced 4 furrther engravvings by th

he followingg

com

mbination:



All supports selected weree further markked with a redd ink

with long durability,

d

to avoid that the experim

mental

engravings being

b

confusedd with archaeoological ones.



• qu

uartzite choppper + direct percussion and

a

quartzitee

flaake + indirect percussion.



Thus, were produced 344 experimenttal engravings, in

accordance with differennt combinatioons of tools and

a

to tesst the viabilityy of the techhnical

techniques, aiming

operation in question.



• qu

uartzite choppper + indirect percussion quartzite

q

flakee

+ indirect percuussion.

uartz chopper + direct perccussion and quartz

q

flake +

• qu

indirect percusssion.



To perform this

t

action, we

w used the foollowing mateerials:

7 choppers in quartzite, 7 choppers in quartz, 1 knaapped

pebble in quuartzite, 1 knaapped pebble in

i quartz, 5 flakes

f

in quartzite, 11 flakes inn quartz, 6 natural

n

pebblees in

quartzite, 6 natural pebbbles natural in quartz, 1 soft

h

(quarrtz).

hammer (Buxxus simper virrens), 1 hard hammer



uartz chopper + indirect perrcussion and quartz

q

flake +

• qu

indirect percusssion.

Then

n, we reproduuced the threee rock art motifs

m

selectedd

with

h the same dim

mensions and traits of the archaeological

a

l

oness (Fig. 4).



With this tools were produced 10 experim

mental

anthropomorrphic figures, 10 zoomorpphic ones and 10

ideomorphic ones, acccording to the folloowing

combinationss of tools and techniques:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Duriing the actions, the experrimenter struck the rockyy

supp

port in perpendicular and obblique directio

ons, always inn

bidirrectional movvements. His gestures ran

nged betweenn

70º and 90º in reelation to suppport, having been

b

the firstt

m

of thee

anglle to extractinng a greater quantity of matter

rock

ky surface andd the second employee in order to givee

more depth to the pecking.



quartzite chhopper + direct percussion..

quartzite chhopper + indirect percussioon.

quartz choppper + direct percussion.

p

quartz choppper + indirecct percussion.

quartzite fllake + indirectt percussion.

quartz flakke + indirect percussion.

quartzite natural

n

pebble + direct percuussion.



The whole processs was recordded in detail before,

b

duringg

and after his exxecution by filling in forms

fo

createdd

g photographss

speccifically for thhe experimennt and making

and videos.
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RAVINGS: TECHN
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Figure 4. Productionoff the experimeentalrock art engravings

e



Besides the lithic

l

tools haave been properly measuredd and

weighed beffore the experriment, their active zones were

photographedd, measured and

a had their angles

a

inform

mation

on their connservation stattus recorded after 1.200, 1.000

1

and 2.000 impacts. Anyy revivals thhat were ablle to

c

their morphologyy has also been

eventually change

recorded.

After action is complete, these tools were

w

photograaphed

under the saame perspectivve that were before and duuring

the experim

ment, while the engravinggs were careefully

recorded in the general scope

s

and foccuses more onn the

specific charracteristics off pecking perfformed and trraces

of engraving.

In the list of materials used to recordd the experim

mental

processes arre: specific forms

f

to thee lithic tools and

engravings, 2 photograpphic cameras Canon 600D

D, 1

photographicc camera Nikkon D80, 1 caliper,

c

1 scaale, 1

meter angles and 1 stopwaatch.



Fig

gure 5. Mechaanical damagee suffered by the

t quartzite

and quartz toools after theiir use in the en

ngraving

of the zoomoorphic figuress by direct perrcussion



Then all expeerimental enggravings were recorded by direct

d

tracing, whicch, besides seetting up a forrmal record, allow

a

us to compaare them with the tracings made later onn the

latex molds produced

p

in thhe next stage.



Afteer this last appplication, the process perfo

ormed for thee

initial layers againn be repeatedd until the tentth layers weree

mpleted. After complete dryiing, the mold was carefullyy

com

remo

oved from the

t

rock surrface, to thereby preventt

occu

urrence of tearring.



Finally, in a last stage of the

t work, we did the produuction

of latex mollds of the expperimental enngravings (Figg. 5),

and also theiir record by direct

d

tracing,, at the laboraatory.

We used thiss activity: 10 kg

k latex, 1 bruush roll, 4 bruushes

30 m gauze.



RES

SULTS



To produce the molds, we follow exactly the same

methodologyy used by thee researchers who have shhaped

the rock enggravings of thhe Tagus Vallley in the 19970s,

which is desccribed in detail in Baptista (1974) and Quuerol

et al. (1975)). Briefly, wee can describee the proceduure as

follows: afteer the rock surface

s

has been

b

cleaned with

water, was awaited

a

and affter drying it was

w applied a first

layer of latexx.



Hav

ving successfuully producedd 34 experimeental rock artt

engrravings on greywacke supports, we

w

considerr

abso

olutely feasiblle to produce that kind of representation

r

n

throu

ugh the use of lithic toolls in quartz and quartzitee

knap

pped accordding to the characteristtics of thee

macrolithic indusstries of the Tagus Valleey, the flakess

m the productiion of those toools and naturral pebbles off

from

the same

s

raw matterials.



After approxximately 30 minutes,

m

when the first layerr was

dry, we procceeded to thee application of a second one.

This processs being repeatted until the fifth

f

layer of latex,

l

when was appplied a layer of

o gauze over the entire surrface.



How

wever, it is worth notingg that althou

ugh has beenn

posssible to producce engravingss with all toolss tested underr

direcct and indireect percussionn, the level of efficiencyy

show

wn by each of them was quite diffeerent, varyingg
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